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Workplace survey sparks compensation overview
34 percent of employees will receive raises
after July hiring freeze
Aubry Eyre

Staff Writer
Seattle University's Human
Resources Department plans to

improve low-paid workers' compensation and secure employee benefits
this year in response to faculty and
staff feedback on the 2008 Great
Places to Work survey last spring.

The university ranked low in
of compensation ratings, in
because
of a necessary hiring
part
freeze in July, but high in terms of
employee connection to the university's core values. Approximately 60
to 65 percent of faculty and staff
returned the national survey, which
terms

asked employees to rate the conditions and environment of working at
Seattle U. In response to the results,
Human Resources will start a compensation study next July to tackle
the ongoing issue.
In the meantime, an approximate
$80.7 million of the overall operating

budget will go to the salaries offaculty and staff, $25 million of which
will be for benefits this year.
The university will only give raises to employees making
under $45,000 annually,
and has set aside approximately $300,000 for that
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SU men's
soccer gets Pelosi calls Swedish leader in health care
a win, but
sees red
REFORM BILL PASSES IN THE HOUSE

Two players
may miss last
game after red cards
Katie Farden
Assistant News Editor
Seattle University's men's
soccer team climbed to fourth
place in the Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation after defeating California State University
Bakersfield's Roadrunners 3-2
Sunday. The Redhawks are now
4-11-1 in regular season play and
3-3 in the MPSF conference.
Sean Morris drove the gamewinning goal into the right corner
of the net in the 76th minute after
swooping past CSUB's last defender yards from the goal line.
The Redhawks' win on muddy championship field, however,
marked a bittersweet

victory.
Lan Walsh, a senior
defender, and Kyle

Braden VanDragt
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Junior midfielder Sean Morris
clears an opponent during a game
against Cal State Bakersfield Sunday. The Redhawks won 3-2.

Pelosi and Senator
Jim McDermott praise
Swedish advances

and
tem

In her first public appearance
since the national healthcare reform bill, H.R. 3962, passed in the
House by a slim 15 votes Saturday
night, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
toured Swedish Medical Center's
First Hill campus with Reps. Jim
McDermott of Seattle and Jay
Inslee of Bainbridge Island.
The hospital's innovative use of
technology makes it a model for
health-care reform in the region—
every ICU room has a camera so
hospital staff can keep close watch
on patients in critical condition

a two-way
for nurses

microphone syswith each other

or patients.
"Swedish has been in the lead,"
Pelosi said. "They have been innovative in their methods."
Caroline Truong, a nurse in
Swedish's Intensive Care Unit, explained some of the medical center's unique technological and safety initiatives to the delegation.
The cameras and the microphones help nurses make fast, efficient rounds, Troung said.
Pelosi praised Swedish
Hospital's safety initiatives.
"We want this bill to be characterized by [Swedish's] innovation,"
Pelosi said.
Page
Truong said the
hospital has equipment and strategies to
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi addresses the media Monday at Swedish Medical Center across from campus. She was
joined by Representatives Jay Inslee, left, and Jim McDermott after the House passed H.R. 3962 late Saturday.

Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer
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House of Representatives

220 215
1
Voted yes

Republican
voted for
the bill

Voted no
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Democrats

voted against
the bill

Washington state delegation

YES

Jaylnslee, D-1
Rick Larsen, D-2
Norm Dicks, D-6
Jim McDermott, D-7

NO

Brian Baird, D-3
Doc Hastings, R-4
Cathy McMorris Rodgers, R-5
Dave Reichert, R-8

Adam Smith, D-9
Sarah Hiraki | The Spectator

Lasers tight up vacant lot
Claims stack up in abuse lawsuit
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Oregon Province sexual abuse claims may reach 500
Number of victims alleging abuse
exceeds expectations
Joshua Lynch

Editor-in-Chief
Attorneys representing victims
of sexual abuse in a case against the
Oregon Province of the Society of
Jesus are finding they have more
clients than they expected.
As a Nov. 30 deadline for filing
claims against the Oregon Province

approaches,

some

plaintiffs

attor-

neys
estimating that the total
between several firms will reach 500
claims alleging abuse by as many as
80 Jesuits.
"I honestly was stunned," said
Patrick Wall, whoworks as an advocate
with a law firm representing victims.
Walls' firm Manly Stewart is
alone representing 198 victims,
alleging abuse by 44 Jesuits, and
expects to file more claims before
the Nov. 30 deadline, which was set
by a federal judge after the Oregon
Province filed for bankruptcy
are

in

February.
The province—which includes

According to the province,
already settled more than
200 claims since 2001, pay-

it has

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Washington
and Oregon—sought bankruptcy
protection shortly after a lawsuit
was filed in January on behalf of 43
victims, which was later expanded to

63 victims.

Where would all the
money go? It would
go to the society.
Patrick Wall
Manly Stewart

In a statement issued in February
explaining the Oregon Province's
decision to declare bankruptcy,
the Very Rev. Patrick Lee,

current

provincial, said "approximately 200
additional claims were pending or
threatened," an estimate that will
fall significantly short with one law
firm filing at least 198 claims.

ing more than $25 million of its
and more from
its insurers.
Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. was named
a defendant in the lawsuit, which
alleged he knew some Jesuits had
sexually abused minors but didn't
disclose that information when he
was provincial, or leader, of the
Oregon Province from 1990 to
1996. Sundborg denies all the allegations against him.
Lawyers and members of
Survivors Network ofthose Abused
by Priests, or SNAP, have been
drawing media coverage as they've
traveled within die province's states,
urging victims to come forward before the deadline.
The majority of claims come
from Alaska, where more than 170
Alaska Natives as of February have
filed lawsuits against the Jesuits alleging sexual abuse. Most of the
claims are from 40 to 60 years ago,
according to the province. Since
own resources

1950, 3,000 Jesuits have served in
the Oregon Province.

The Oregon Province
has settled more than

200 claims and paid

over $25m since 2001.
Still

at

issue in the Portland

Federal Bankruptcy Court is whether Seattle University and other Jesuit
educational institutions are part of
the Oregon Province's assets. The
court will rule on that after the Nov.

HR raises benefits,
but still has 'some
work to do'
purpose. 34 percent of
university employees are
at this salary level.
"This isn't something
we can hope to solve in one year,"
said Jerry Huffman, assistant director of Human Resources. "We have
some work to do."
Ron Smith, vice president of finance, said next fiscal year's budget
will take into consideration the July
compensation study.

�

To see if we are actually

improving, we need to

measure our status again.
Jerry Huffman
Human Resources

Seattle U distributed the survey,
Huffman said, "to get feedback
from faculty and staff on their perspective ofhow things at the university are going."
Because of the economic downturn, Seattle U implemented a hiring freeze in July that lasted until
September, when the university had
exact numbers on incoming tuition
and student enrollment.
"The hiring freeze was a very focused and conscious effort to prevent
laying people off," Huffman said.
Fr. David Leigh, S.J., an English
professor who took the survey and
reviewed the results, said he was not
surprised by the lower ratings in the
compensation category.
"Some of the lower-paid staffwish
their salaries were better, but that is
true no matter where you work," he
said. "Employees on a fixed-term or
year-by-year hiring basis are probably
die least satisfied."
Tenure-track faculty are more likely to have reported more positively.
as
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30 deadline, according to Wail.
Seattle University officials say
the institution and others like it are
financially independent and are not
"owned, operated or controlled by
the Oregon Province."
But plaintiffs attorneys are saying that at the time of much of the
abuse and before 1972, the provincial exercised considerable control
over the universities.
"If the board of the university
decided to shut down the university," Wall said, "and sell all the assets, where would the money go? It
would go to the society."

Leigh said Seattle U is considered
to be one ofthe more competitive universities when it comes to treatment

and compensation of employees.
Part of the employee cost increase
this year stemmed from the rising
cost in benefits, Huffman said.
Normally when benefit costs rise,
the university shares the increase with
the employees by raising costs of
things like insurance co-pays.
"This year, we found the money
to put toward the increase in benefits costs so that we didn't have to
extend that cost to the employees,"
Huffman said.
It is predicted that by the year
2014, the cost ofbenefits for employees at the university will increase by
approximately $4 million.
"There isn't a solution that will
please everybody. Compensation is
always an issue," Huffman said. "But
we do think we have a big issue here,
and we are trying to figure it out."
In a statement last spring,
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
said this time is an opportunity for
improvement in competitive pay
and benefits.
Human Resources staff said
Seattle U scored well in other areas
of the survey.
"The areas that judged employees' connection to the mission, vision
and value were off the charts," said
Ruth Donohue, manager ofHuman
Resources. "Our employees feel that
connection to the mission and that is
something we are very proud of."
The university plans to make the
needed adjustments for improvement
over the course of the next few years.
"We plan to give the survey again
in 2011 and hopefully every two years
after that," Huffman said. "In order
to see ifwe are actually improving, we
need to measure our status again."

Aubrey can be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com
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Finding a place for Protestant
worship on campus
Kelton Sears
Staff Writer

"It just breaks my heart," Beary
Anderson said. "I'm having to send
our Protestant students off campus."
Freshman political science major
Proposed on-campus Protestant
Rebeka Knox has had a tough time services would include a rotating
trying to find a church since coming group of Protestant ministers from
to Seattle University.
different denominations preaching
Knox's situation is not unique.
each week, Beary Anderson said.
Knox isamong the 44.6 percent of
Protestant students could be
students who are Protestant at Seattle exposed to all the different faiths
U who don't have a weekly on-camand beliefs within the Protestant
umbrella, reflective of Seattle U's
Student
minister
liturgy.
pus
campus
Donnie Stockwell will be tabling in all encompassing ecumenical goal,
the next few weeks widi other student she added.
ministers, trying to push the "Pray
Proposals for Protestant services
Local" campaign—an effort to secure at Seattle U started two years ago.
a budget for Protestant services at
then ASSU
Aaron Yoon
President, brought the first proposal
Seattle U.
Stockwell said he hopes the "Pray for an on-campus Protestant liturgy
Local" campaign's petition of stuto Campus Ministry in 2007.
dent signatures will get university
"We had really been talking
officials to consider implementing amongst ourselves in Campus
more Protestant services.
Ministry about the desire for a
"Maybe this can be the differ- Protestant service when [Yoon] apence," Stockwell said. "The thing proached us," said Beary Anderson.
that keeps this new budget from beYoon proposed to spend $26,320
ing vetoed like the last two. If this is a year on a weekly Protestant liturgy
something students want, we want to be held in the Ecumenical Chapel
to do it."
in Campion Hall.
The proposal included expendiErin Beary Anderson, Seattle U's
ecumenical and multifaith Minister, tures for bread, wine, candles, woris drafting a budget proposal for ship supplements and stipends for
more Protestant services on cama music director, preachers and a
pus this year, fueled by the desires graduate assistant position.
of students and an inner passion for
ASSU requested full funding
the project.
from the school at first, but settled
,

upon legislation requesting only
11,000 of additional funds from
the school for the project.
The proposal then traveled up a
chain from Beary Anderson to then
Vice President of the Mission and
Ministry Pat Howell, S.J. to an executive board.
The proposal did not pass.
A revised proposal was prepared
for 2008 that following year, cutting expenditures down to $17,782
$

by eliminating worship supplements
and lowering stipends.
Once again, the proposal
fell through.
"The problem is you don't know
what happens once it goes to the
executive team,"

Beary Anderson

said. "Honestly, I don't know what
has happened or why it has fallen
through the cracks."
In the meantime, Protestant
students seek out their own places
to worship, including the Mars
Hill Church with locations in
Ballard, the U-District, West Seattle
and downtown.
Some students also attend The
INN, a youth group put on by
University Presbyterian Church
near the University of Washington
each Tuesday.
Knox has been taking the bus to
get to the off-campus services she's
been exploring.
"I've been around to a lot of different churches in Seattle trying to
find one that fits me," Knox said.

CandaceShankel The Spectator
|

Campus Ministry and students petition for
funding of weekly liturgy

Protestant students at Seattle U often worship at churches off-campus, like Seattle First Baptist Church.
Students, as well as Mike Bayard,
S.J., director of Campus Ministry,
said Campus Ministry needs to take
the lead in making sure Protestant
students feel included in Seattle

at Campus Ministry is to encourage
students' spiritual growth, how can
we do that when we are missing an
important piece like this for such a
big population of our students?"

Us community.
"I just think that it's a real need
we have," Stockwell said. "If our job

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

Swedish offers
alternative care
ICU embodies health-

care reform, Pefosi says
Cover
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Complete credit toward CPA exam requirements
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Part-time program also available with evening and online courses

In addition, in downtown San Francisco we offer full-time accelerated classes starting August 2010. Earn your Masters
of Taxation or Masters of Accountancy degree in 9-12 months in downtown San Francisco and be working in a prestigious
Bay Area firm by the following spring busy season or summer.
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Immediate entry into prestigious Bay Area accounting firms and companies
Paid internship positions with personalized career coaching
Professional development/career options workshops with accounting firm representatives
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GGU Seattle, 1424 4th Avenue, Suite 410, Seattle WA
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help

prevent

compli-

cations like ventilatorassociated pneumonia.
The hospital hasnt had
VAP infection in 21 months.
Pelosi also supports facilities
similar to Swedish's medical home
pilot project, an alternative offering
less expensive than primary care.
The facility is intended to prevent
patients from delaying treatment
until an illness becomes serious.
Creators of the project hope
by receiving good primary care,
people can save money by preventing more serious—and more

�

expensive—illnesses.
H.R. 3962, The Affordable
Health Care for America Act, passed
in the house' Saturday and
is expected to face strong opposition
in the Senate.

narrowly

To help the bill pass in the
House, legislators eliminate coverage for abortions from the public
option—except for pregnancies
that endanger the mothers life or
are a result of rape or incest. Pelosi
emphasized her disagreement with
the policy on abortion, but said
that it is overall much more important to pass the bill because
it offers some gender equity in
insurance coverage.

"Under this legislation, being a
longer a preexisting
medical condition," Pelosi said.
When asked about jail time for
people who decide not to buy health
insurance underthe new bill, Pelosi
said she was open to the possibility
of a penalty for those who can afford
health insurance and choose not to
pay for it.
In the past, she said, when someone lacked health insurance, the
public would get stuck with that
individual's bill.
In an interview with ABC News
woman is no

Monday, President Obama made a
similar statement, advocating for

a

penalty similar to those issued when
someone opts out of car insurance.
"If you have the ability to buy
insurance, it's affordable and you
choose not to do so," Obama told
ABC's Jake Trapper. "[lt forces] me
and everybody else to subsidize
you... there's nothing wrong with
a penalty."
The Affordable Health Care for
America Act moved to the Senate
late Saturday night. Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., told the
New York Times Tuesday he plans
to commence floor debate on H.R.
3962 soon. He moved to put die bill
on the Senator Calendar Tuesday.

Katy can be reached at
kmecourt@su- ,spectator.com
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No destination but home
English professor invites Bhutanese refugees
to share story of exile

Sunday evening students in
the Xavier Hall frantically ran
around stirring pots of butternut
squash ravioli and stacking freshly
baked cookies and pastries. They
were pushed for time before their
guests arrived, but their guests
didn't mind.
The students—members of June
Johnson Bube's English class—welcomed nine Bhutanese refugees, resettled in Kent, for dinnerand a discussion to talk about their resettlement process. Johnson Bube's class,
which is part of the Xavier Global
Learning Community, focuses on
international issues with the theme
of "Global Citizens."
"The purpose of this event is
twofold," explained Johnson Bube.
"One is to welcome these people
[...] and the other one is for us to
learn about their culture."
With music and balloons, the
atmosphere was festive, but the visitors shared stories that represent the
ongoing struggle Bhutanese citizens
face in their own country.
Refugee Gopi Dhaurali sat on
the arm of a sofa in Xavier s lounge,
perched in the middle of a circle of
attentive, listening students.
"The government used force," he
began, explaining the consequences
one could face for not conforming to the will of the Bhutanese

Not ready

forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988)for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.

Just one price

Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.

We know the answers

Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,lD and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915
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Kelton Sears
Staff Writer

"We blindly fled,"Gopi Dhaurali
said."We had no real destination."
Ram recalled the meager prepagovernment. "They could arrest rations they were able to make before their departure.
us, have us killed, rape the women
[... ]We didn'tknow when we'd die,
"We had a little bag of rice, a
banana, and we rented a truck," he
when we'd be killed."
The guests that visited Sunday added, "and we left home in it."
are all ethnically Nepalese, although
When they arrived in Nepal,
they identify as Bhutanese and call authorities didn't want them
that country home.
there either.
Gopi and Ram Dhaurali were
Beginning in the '90s, the govforced to live in a refugee camp for
ernment coerced those who differed
from the traditions of the ethnic
17 years in Nepal, stuck in a limbo
lanbetween
Bhutanese to speak a different
two countries. Despite livguage, learn from different books ing in Nepal for 17 years, they did
and convert to another religion, not have citizenship.
all to enforce the country's "One
Johnson Bube's students have
been
learning about refugees in
Nation, One People" policy.
class
and
recently glimpsed the
Gopi Dhaurali's brother, Ram
Dhaurali, sat five feet away on the stress associated with coming to
edge of a sofa cushion, hands folded' a foreign country in a simulation
on his knees.
by World Relief Oct. 15. Students
were
forces
to our were given clothes from other
"They
sending
house every night," he said, looking cultures, an identity and a back
at his brother, "ir was ridiculous."
story. They then traveled around
The Bhutanese government to three different organizations
made it clear that they expected all in the International District conethnic Nepalese to leave Bhutan fusedly filling out forms rightand return to Nepal, forcing them to-left.
to sign documents stating that their
"Theidea is just to feel how awkward,
stressful and really unpleasant
was
volunactually
forced vacation
the
to
trick
outsiders
who
tried
refugee
experience is," Johnson
tary
Bube explained.
to investigate.
Rom and Gopi endured a long
"[Bhutan] advertises their
this
idea
bureaucratic
process and much
'Happiness Quotient,'
that they value happiness," Johnson anxiety to come to America, but
Bube explained. "It gives you no nine months later, they were showidea of the problems going on ing Johnson Bube's students some
within it."
Bhutanese cell phone ringtones,
The Dhaurali's flight from singing along to the BollywoodBhutan was rocky.
esque beats.

Chharti Neopaney, a Bhutanese refugee, dances at a dinner in Xavier
Hall hosted by June Johnson Bube for her English 110 class.
"So, have you experienced
any prejudice since you've been in
America?" a student asked.
"No, not yet," replied Gopi.
"America is like salad, you know,

all mixed. Now
the salad."

we are part

of

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

Specs of the week
Memorialfor fallen
police officer

Thousands ofWashington lawenforcement officers and firefighters, as well as others from Canada,
California, Oregon and Idaho
arrived at Key Arena Friday afternoon to pay respects to Timothy
Brenton, the veteran Seattle police
officer who was killed Oα. 31 in a
drive-by shooting.
Brenton, 39, was sitting in the
passenger seat of a police cruiser
next to officer-in-training Britt
Sweeney, 33, parked on the corner
of 29th Avenue and East Yesler
Way shortly after 10 p.m. when a
car pulled up next to diem and its

12th Avenue, and responded to
calls in our neighborhood."
Interim Police Chief John Diaz
gave Brenton's wife an American
flag and a small wooden box holding Brenton's remains at the me-

morial. Seattle law-enforcement
officials who worked withBrenton,
including Former Police Chief Gil
Kerlikowske and Officer Evan
Ehring, shared stories of die slain
field-training officer's sense ofhumor and his dedication to die city.
Brenton is survived by his
wife Lisa and their two children,
Kayleigh, 11, and Quinn, 8.
Google gives travelers the

gift of virtual connection

driver fired multiple shots dieir
vehicle. Brenton died instantly.
Sweeny—who returned fire to
the suspect vehicle—was taken to
Harborview Medical Center for
minor gunshot wounds.
Before the memorial began
Friday, thousands of law enforcement and firefighting vehicles followed a vehicle carrying
Brenton's family on a procession
starting from the University of
Washington at 9 a.m. to a memorial at Key Arena. Thousands of
onlookers lined the streets as the
vehicles passed.
President Stephen Sundborg,

Students flying home for
Thanksgiving and the winter holiday season can now be in touch
online with nagging mothers and
Facebook chat friends until moments before boarding at SeaTac
International Airport, thanks
to Google.
The airport, which previously
only offered AT&T Internet service
for a low charge, will now offer free
Wi-Fi through January. SeaTac is
one of 47 airports Google has
paid to install Wi-Fi at no cost to
the airport.
The airport will offer free

an e mail to- students,

Internet access starting Nov. 10

at

S.J.

sent

and will continue with its existing
policy in die new year.
It is unknown how much
Pine Street at 9:30 a.m. to pay their Google paid the airport to protribute to Brenton.
mote the search engine, but it is
"In many respects, Officer not die first time the company has
Brenton was part of the Seattle used the airline industry during the
University family," Sundborg wrote holiday season for self-promotion.
in the university-wide e mail. "He It is also paying for Web access on
worked out of the East Precinct, Virgin America flights during the
just north of our campus at 1519 holiday season.
staff and faculty Thursday morning encouraging them to gather on
the corner of 12diAvenue and East

news
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Bill Ayer, CEO of Alaska Airlines, talked Thursday about his plans for
expanding the company and its business model.
Ryan Disch

since 9/11.

Alaska Airlines CEO Bill Ayer led
a packed auditorium in a panel discussion Thursday evening in Pigott.
Ayer shared his company's story of
success in the recession and the constant obstacles the airline industry
faces in the Northwest.
With Boeing's recent decision
to base the final assembly line of its
787 Dreamliner aircraft program
in South Carolina, instead of keeping production and employment in
Washington state, the local airline
business community has taken a bit
of a hit.

Running a business
is the ultimate
team sport.
Bill Ayer
CEO Alaska Airlines

But as the leader ofa smaller airline focused on regional service, Ayer
says he uses two simple principles
to keep his company successful: a
personal approach to business that
focuses on long-term growth and not
just short-term success.
He said the success of Alaska
Airlines stems from the company's
focus as a "people" business.
"Running a business is the
ultimate team sport," Ayer said
Thursday. "If you like people and
you like change, you will like to
work for Alaska Airlines."
Ayer believes the camaraderie
of his 13,000-employee company
stems from a general concept that
communication beginning from the
bottom-up and commands a strong
customer relationship.

Ayers cited the company's improvement in on-time policy as an
example of its ability to meet customer needs. On-time policy is the
ability to get the plane off the ground

departure

southern deep fried pickles

continually shrinking airline industry

Staff Writer

at

sweet potato fries

time.

"You need to be able

to continu-

ally improve capabilities," Ayer said.
"Six months in a row we've become
number one in on-time policy, coming from last place."
Alaska Airlines, which is the ninth
largest airline in the nation, is one of
the few companies in the airline industry that hasn'tdeclared bankruptcy, despite an ailing economy and

"Everylegacy airline wentthrough
bankruptcy except for us," Ayer said.
"You move fast in bankruptcy, but it
doesn't fit right with us."
For Ayer, ethical decisions such as
whether or not to appeal for bankruptcy lead him back to a simple
street-smart philosophy that stems
from his childhood.
"If it doesn't seem right it probably isn't," Ayer said.
Winny Chao, senior marketing
major and student panelist, was impressed by the basic principles approach to business.
"The fact that the CEO of Alaska
Airlines runs his company on these
basic principles is impressive," Chao
said. "It will definitely impact the
way I evaluate my future options as
I graduate."
Ayer said Alaska Airlines' success
also lies in the company's ability to
be at the helm of aeronautical developments in technology. Alaska
Airlines was the first company
to offer online ticket sales back
in 1995.
Ayers responded to some criticism about Alaska Airlines' recent
decision not to waive the fee for
checked baggage, after competitors
like Southwest Airlines have.
The company experimented with
the option online and asked customers how they felt about the charge
for baggage, and whether or not it
factored in their decision to choose
Alaska, he said.
"Our approach was if we can get
the equivalent amount of quality
without charging than we would
waive the fee, but we saw that we
were leaving a large amount ofcash
on the table," Ayer said. "We're
not interested in un-bundling
our product."
Ayers decision not to waive the
baggage fee fits into what Ayer often
refers to as the company's policy to
focus on long-term growth rather
than short-term success. Ayers believes the company's previous economic decline was due to its unrealistic reliance on short-term growth
and success.
"I read what is happening on
Wall Street, and it's foreign to me.
It's people that just want to make
money," Ayer said. "Businesses
build when they take a long,

term approach."

Ryan can be reached at
rdisch@su-spectator.com
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Graduate School is not for the faint of heart
Mars Hill Graduate School is no exception to that rule.
MHGS has invited me to step out of my comfortable theology and reformed
my faith in a beautiful way. As a result, I have found new strengths and come to
cherish profound weakness. / am learning to listen well, speak truth, and to do
so with the humility that comes from loving the story of my gifts and failure.
Abigail Jimenez 3rd year Master of Divinity Student
•

/| [\

MARS HILL
Graduate School

Visitation Weekend November 13-14
•

Hearourstor y- share y°urown - Experience mhgs.

Registeratmhgs.edu/experience

text.soul.culture.

Seattle's School of Psychology and Theology.
Offering three master degree programs:
counseling psychology divinity Christian studies
•

Seattle, wa.

•

•

mhgs.edu
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ofSeattle music icons like Kurt Cobain and
Soundgarden. The book will be on sale for
$24.95, but that's not why you should go:
Mudhoney and members ofTad will show
up to rock the party. Neumos, 8 p.m. $12.
Lavine also makes an appearance at Easy
Street Records, 4559 California Ave. S.W.,
at 4 p.m. Saturday.

liturgy

J Honoring martyrs

Join members of the Seattle

RfTS

University

I Dances with otters

community as they come together to remember and celebrate the lives of the six
Jesuits and two lay women assassinated by
Salvadorian government forces. This month
marks the 20th anniversary of the deaths of
the El Salvador Martyrs. All are welcome.
St. Ignatius Chapel, 1 p.m. Contact Sean
Bray, social justice minister, at 296-6079 for
more

DANCE

I J.IH BOOK LAUNCH

I Seattle gets grungy

Michael Lavine—who recently unleashed
a book of photography filled with raw profiles of thekids decked out in Salvation Army
threads and mohawks who pioneered the '80s
grunge movement in Seattle—will hold his
first launch party at Neumos. "Grunge,"
his full-length workfeatures raw portraits

H
Put

CONCERT

F*** Buttons, Growing

an

a concert

LOUD. F*** Buttons coordinate their onstage decibel barrage with a flurry ofintensely
synchronized headnods across a tablefull of
kid's toys and other electronics. Chop Suey,
8 p.m., $10, 21
+

If you're among the first 150 students
to arrive at SEAC's Fall Ball at the Seattle
Aquarium, you'll be privy to a free otter
show. The Aquarium is the coolest venue
this annual dance has had in years. What's
more, the dance is a great chance for younger
students to connect with new friends, while
older students can relive their high school
prom. Buses will shuttle students to the
aquarium starting at 7:30 p.m. Buy tickets
at the CAC for $10. $12 at the door. Dance
runs from 8 to 12 p.m.

information.

altering. The critically acclaimed synth-noise
duo F*** Buttons will be bringing their
blissed out, earbleed electronica to Capitol
Hill's Chop Suey all the way from England,
and they'll be supported by experimentalists
Growing. Between the two bands, the show
will no doubt be one thing, if one thing only:

end to your lazy Sunday with
that is guaranteed to be mind-

DISCUSSION

&

MEMORIAL

J Living legacy
In wake of the 20th anniversary of the
assassination of six Jesuit priests and two
lay women assassinated by Salvadorian government forces at the University of Central
America in El Salvador, Mission and Ministry
will host a panel discussion and procession
down the lower mall. Beginning in the Le
Roux Room at 1 p.m., President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., and other Seattle University
members will reflect on what legacy the martyrs have left us, what lessons Jesuit universities can learn about their stances against
injustice and how we can continue to live
out their legacy and commitment to peace

in today's world. Following the discussion,
there will be a procession down the lower
mall. Events will conclude with a reception
in the Pigott Atrium at 8:30 p.m.

BTIT3

FiLM

Hlffl It's "Judgment Day"

Seattle's famous Cinerama theater continues its "70mm Film Series" with this classic
action flick featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger
at his finest and director James Cameron
back when he cranked out awesome movies
at a frenzied pace. "Terminator 2: Judgement
Day" features Arnold as the good guy, battling a newer, faster and scarier version of
himself. Terminator 2 is showing Monday
and Tuesday at 8 p.m. at Cinerama. $10.

H

CONCERT

Which queen?

SEAC Coffeehouse brings local pop/
punk band Visqueen to campus, recently
featured on NPR's "All Songs Considered."
Frontwoman Rachel Flotard, who has sung
backup for Neko Case, is on the cover of this
month's CityArts magazine and is known for
her sassy stage presence and online love column. Student Center Hearth, 7 p.m.
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MPowerment motivates activism in queer youth
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer

community. The organization is modeled after prevention programs adopted by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
and offers fun youth activities as well as outreach to help educate
the community and prevent the spread of HIV and STDs.
"Outreach is a big part of what we do," says Ken Myers,
Mpowerment outreach coordinator. "It's really about going out
into the community and sharing information."
Mpowerment has a three-part approach to its outreach,
focusing on venue specific events, community education in

Capitol Hill has a lot to offer the adult LGBTQ community, be it through clubs, bars or bathhouses, but this leaves
some members of the community asking what there is for
queer youth.
MPowerment is part of the answer to the question.
The group has been with Lifelong Aids Alliance since 2001
as a program specifically for 18-22 year olds in Seattle's LGBTQ

street

outreach and the distribution of educational materials.

Venue specific outreach sends members of its CoreTeam—the
youth team responsible for planning MPowerment events
to 18-and-older nights at local businesses like Neighbors,
where volunteers answer questions and hand out free safe-sex
packets that include condoms, lubricant and information on
disease prevention.
"I know what we do is helpful," says Mehron
Abdollmohammadi, junior English major and Core Team member since January 2009. "Sometimes we'll go to an outreach
venue we've been to before and someone will recognize one of
us and say, 'You're that guy who gave me a condom. Because of
that, I used one.'"
Street outreach tries to reach homeless queer youth, offering
safe-sex packets and hygiene products, but the group is looking
to offer more resources to street youth.
Since September, Myers and Donny Gerke,
—

Via MPowerment

MPowerment volunteers assemble hundreds of safe-sex
kits annually.

Someone will recognize one
of us and say, "You're that
guy who gave me a condom.

Because of that, I used one."
Mehron Abdollmohammadi
Junior

"[The pamphlet] could have been very doom and
gloom if we let it," Myers says. "We wanted to make this
material empowering."
The pamphlet for queer homeless youth was designed by three
Core members and was funded by the Jeffirs Wood Foundation,

OSITVE

SEXP

MPowerment supervisor and Seattle University alumnus, have
been aiding the Core Team in putting together a resource guide
for queer homeless youth. They are currently editing and reviewing the information before it is sent to print. Once the
review process is complete, MPowerment plans to distribute the
new pamphlet at the same time as a pamphlet on STDs other
than HIV.

SEX POSITIVE [seks
-verb
1.) To advocate for sex education
2.)T0 create a positive atmosphere a
see also: Babeland, Center for Sex Positive

(

Babeland challenges 'puritanical's
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
Amid a myriad of sex toys ranging from dildos to handcuffs,
Audrey McManus, education coordinator at Seattle's Babeland sex
shop, is adamant that fear has no place in sexual education.
Babeland's mission is simple—to create an atmosphere where sexuality is made comfortable and accessible. Its flagship store, located on
East Pike Street, was created in 1993
after Claire Cavanah and Rachel
Venning noticed a lack of womenfriendly sex shops in the region.
While the store has grown and
expanded its target audience and
has multiplied to stores in New
York and Seatde, the focus remains
the same—to educate and create a
positive environment for sexual discovery and exploration.
"We live in a society based on
puritanical values," McManus says.
"Americans have this reputation
of being so sexual, but we really
are oppressed."
In relation to other sex shops on
Capitol Hill including The Crypt
and Castle, Babeland offers a distinctly different atmosphere. The
first noticeable difference is the
bright lighting and colorful walls,
which are intended to create a more
Clara Ganey The Spectator
inviting space. The displays are also
presented in a less discrete way.
The displays at Babeland are designed to be welcoming and user friendly.

Customers are encouraged to ask questions, turn the equipment
on, feel vibrations and get comfortable with the devices before purchasing them.
Babeland clientele breaks down to roughly 65 percent women
and 35 percent men. According to McManus, most people who visit
the store are heterosexual, but the stores selection is not limited to
any one sexual identification.
"Gay men just don't think this store is for them," says McManus,
who indicates that gay men make up the smallest percentage of
customers. "Our gay porn selection is kind of bad. This is not the
mecca for gay porn."
Along with selling sex toys ranging in price from $15 to more
than $100, Babeland provides extensive sexual education classes
and workshops focused on increasing sexual pleasure and releasing stigma. When it comes to teaching about sex, Babeland
focuses on three key elements—lubrication, communication
and relaxation.
On Nov. 8, Babeland hosted "The Art of Oral Pleasure: Clit
Trick," an event focused on educating people and their partners on
oral stimulation. In an effort not to be gender exclusive, they will also
be hosting a workshop Dec. 13 titled "TheArt of the Blow Job."
"The goal is for anyone to go shopping for sex toys without
feeling judged," McManus says. "There really needed to be a place
where women felt comfortable shopping."
Babeland tries to make their products easy and accessible
for customers.
"Sex is something everybody does," McManus says. "Everyone in here
is here for the same reason. It is a very comfortable place to shop."
McManus, who has been working in the sex toy industry for
years, also suggests that people who are nervous and intimidatedalso
check out Babeland's extensive online shopping collection.

|

Alex may be reached at alacasse@su-spectator.com.
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private foundation that is committed to providing opportunities for street youth and impoverished individuals. The pamphlet
will include information on shelters, safe sex education and
opportunities open to homeless youth.
"There is always a need for more resources," Abdollmohammadi
says. He feels there is a general deficiency in resources for
queer youth in Seattle, but what the community needs most
is access to comprehensive information. The group distributes safe-sex information to local coffee shops and has also
found more creative ways to educate the community on
HIV prevention.
One of MPowerment's educational tools is "Censor
This," a quarterly zine. The publication features visual art
as well as prose and "poetry relating to LGBTQ issues and,
like the rest of the groups outreach, focuses strongly on
HIVprevention.
MPowerment is still negotiating its contract for the next two
years. Gerke says the organization wants to extend its outreach
into South Seattle. The organization recently received funds
from King County because of its drug and alcohol education
program, which addresses the increased sexual risk when sexual
encounters are combined with substance abuse.
"We're funded to serve all of King County," Gerke says.
"We're looking to have broader outreach programs for 2010."
MPowement's Core Team meets every Tuesday at 6
p.m. next door to the Lifelong Thrift Store and welcomes
new members.
a

Via Michael Hanscom

Frances may be reached at fdinger@su-spectator.com.

MPowerment members distribute safe-sex packets at Seattle's Pride Parade.

What is sex positive?

s poz-i-tiv]

To

be sex positive is to practice sex responsibly, safely and to encourage exploration of one's own sexuality.

e around sexuality
ve Culture, MPowerment

sexual ideals

House, policy coordinator at Lifelong
AIDS Alliance. "Being sex positive is making safer, healthier choices about our
sexual practices."

As a traditionally sex positive community,
Capitol Hill offers many resources for HIV
and STD preventative education, erotic
workshops, support groups and community
outreach. Through participation in organizations like Lifelong AIDS Alliance, Seattle
University students are active members of
this community.

"What we need to recognize is that each
of us has our own sexuality, and as human beings we have desires," says Robert

He says Capitol Hill is a prime place for individuals to express their sexuality amidst a
positive and supportive environment.
"Capitol Hill offers a place for people to express their God-given sexuality in a safer way,"
House says. "Specifically, the hill offers a place
for LGBTQ folk to experience it without needing to worry about shame, which is good because they are less likely to engage in risky
sexual behavior."

COMMUNITY ACTIVISM

Sex positivity finds a social 'center'
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

-I-

Babeland offers a wide selection of instructional erotic
literature for people of all sexual orientations.

After selling her restaurant in the
19905, Allena Gabosch said even she
thought her next business move was a
little out of the ordinary—she opened a
sex positive community center for playtime and community education.
The Center for Sex Positive Culture
is a nonprofit business based in Seattle's
Ballard neighborhood that hosts more
than 100 education and party events
monthly. The group was originally conceived as a safe space for the adult BDSM
(bondage, discipline, sadism and masochism) community, but according to
Gabosch, the center's executive director,
it quickly expanded to include events for
all ages and sexualities.
Two years after the organization's creation in 1999, a group called "Ascension"
was added for the 18 to 35 age group. The
center wanted to give younger members of
the community a forum for socializing.

"Our young adult community has really become quite large," Gabosch said.
"Eighteen-year-olds are adults and should
be treated as such."

[Sex positive is]

more than pleasure.
A lot of it is about

personal growth.
Allena Gabosch
Executive Director

The majority of the center's 150
monthly volunteers are under 40.
Gabosch says the youth members involved in their community work best in
groups and are responsible for planning
their own events.
Aside from the center-centric parties

and workshops, the organization annually
hosts the Seattle Erotic Art Festival, does
outreach on college campuses statewide
and sets up booths at community events
like the Capitol Hill Block Party.
But the center isn't purely fun and
games. It also offers support groups focused on life after contracting an STD
and health and wellness events like morning yoga. The center's education events
discuss a wide array of topics from how
to have a healthy relationship to how
to tie up one's partner safely. Gabosch
noted the organization offers a little bit
of everything, but helping facilitate a
safe environment for sex is one of their
main priorities.
"Sex positive means more than reproduction," Gabosch says. "It's more than
pleasure. A lot of it is about personal
growth. In that way, all [consensual] experiences are valid."
Frances may be reached at fdinger®

su-spectator.com.
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'Bodies' gets under the skin of science
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer
Famous and controversial for using real human cadavers, "Bodies.. .The Exhibition" is once
again on display in Seattle, meant to capture a
"phenomenal look at the phenomenon we call
the human body," according to the Web site.
Worldwide, the exhibit has been banned in
several cities and countries but has still drawn
more than 11 million visitors. Attendance
reached 350,000 its last time in Seattle, one
of the more profitable cities for Premier
Exhibitions, which puts on the exhibit.
This is part of why "Bodies" returns here—to
hopefully rake in more revenue and make up for
the company's net loss die past several years.
"Bodies" features cadavers preserved in
polymer and applied with a catalyst allowing the bodies to be hard or flexible, depending on how it will be displayed. The arduous
process can often take up to a year to finish,
but using real human cadavers is meant to
show how the human body really works,
whether the cadaver is kicking a ball and showing
leg muscles or dancing with another cadaver.

New to the exhibit this year is a cancerous
breast showcased alongside several other diseased
organs, such as a liver affected with cirrhosis and
a smoker's lungs. Next to diesmokers lungs, the

exhibit purposely places a healdiy lung—beside
widi a slot for visitors to dump
dieir cigarettes in.
Margie Fishbaugh, a mother of two boys,
said she was "hoping die exhibit would be more
kid-friendly."
"They talk about it as if it was serving education," Fishbaugh said. "It does, but it has potential
to become even more educational by gearing it
an empty box

toward children."
Still, schools and universities are also trying to
cash in on its educational aspect
Students from diverse fields have been grateful for the opportunities that "Bodies" gives
them. Alex Walker, an art major at Seattle
Central Community College, was thrilled to
get the chance to actually draw the insides of a
human body.
"You're not allowed to take pictures during the
exhibit, but you're allowed to spend hours in there
and draw," Walker said. "And it was better than
any faux human skeleton in front of me."

More than 17,000 school children visited
"Bodies" during its last run in Seatde.
During an educators preview time, many
teachers and professors around the Seattle
area were welcome to preview the exhibit and
determine whether or not they should bring
their students.
"I think die exhibit is respectfully and tastefully done," said Margaret Hudson, an anatomy
and biology professor at Seattle University.
Hudson plans to take some ofher students to
the exhibit as an optional educational trip.
Although the exhibit has been very
popular in Seatde, not all audiences meet it
with support.

During its first Seattle showing in 2006,
"Bodies" was met with local protestors
and controversy.
Capitol Hills Museum ofdie Mysteries filed
a lawsuit against "Bodies," contending the exhibit was using unclaimed Chinese bodies for
sale. Though Premier admitted to using die unclaimed bodies, the law allows unclaimed bodies
to be given to science. The Chinese government
at the time also donated the cadavers, since no
one claimed them upon their deaths.

"THE SEQUEL IMPROVES ON EVERYTHING
THAT MADE THE FIRST FILM GREAT."
■

Ryan McLelland. AINTITCOOLNEWS

Attention has since driftedfrom the lawsuit,
but members ofdieSeatde Chinese community
spoke out on die usage ofChinese citizens and
were critical of die fact diat a majority of die
bodies are Chinese.
"From a cultural perspective, especially
since a number of the cadavers are from
China, it feels like a gross violation," said
Bettie Luke, who works with various Seatde
Chinese American groups, to the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer in 2006. "The willful use of
putting a body on indefinite display like diat
condemns die soul to wander die netherworld
widi no chance to rest."
Despite the protestors and controversy,
Seattle has been one of die more welcoming
cities for "Bodies," where die exhibit plans to
run until March 2010.
"Bodies...The Exhibition" is open from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday dirough Thursday
and 10 a.m. through 10 rxm. Friday and
Saturday. Tickets can be purchased at

www.bodiestickets.com.
Carolyn may be reached at

chuynh@su-spectator.com

P-I goes from the
page to the stage
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer

"Journalism
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to

be

a reporter,

and

now

I'm in

a play."

passion that
never dies," a nameless girl chants
from theaudience. Unfortunately for
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, that
wasn't the case for the newspaper's
print edition.
"It's Not in the P-I: A Living
Newspaper About a Dying
Newspaper" is a play written by six
Seattle playwrights—Paul Mullin,
Scott Auguston, Pam Carter,
Kelleen Conway Blanchard, Dawson
Nichols and Bryan Willis—and
directed by Paul Mullin, recounting the downfall of one of Seattle's
favorite newspapers.
The playwrights decided to work
on the project as if it were a newspaper itself. Each playwright set out
to research on their own "beat"—
sports, music, business, crime and a
few others. They interviewed old P-I
journalists, current bloggers for the
online edition, local florists, baristas
and die P-I's old janitor. Some of die
interviews were merely influence for
scenes written; others they placed
direcdy into die play.
The production follows die lives
of a number of die journalists who
worked for die P-I, telling die stories
of their struggles to make it in die
journalism business, the burden of
having to cover a story full of tragedy, die craziness of a newsroom and
die disbelief of more man 100 people
losing dieir jobs. Radier dian focusing on die journalists' personal lives,
die play focuses on what diey do for
a living and how die community is
impacted by die loss ofdie P-I.
The dialogue is filled with quirky
and witty lines. One character jibes,
"We're not good people, we're reporters." The actors frequendy break die
fourth wall with lines like, "I used
is a

The set consists of two-dimensional cardboard objects and projectors displaying hand-drawn images.
While at first die set may seem spare
and disappointing, it soon becomes
obvious why a choice like this was
made: It allows for the easy transition
from story to story ofeach beat and
reporter in the production. It also allows for the audience to focus more
on the story and issue at hand, rather
than pretty, painted scenery.
This production particularly
reaches out to loyal P-I readers and old employees of the P-I.
References are made in the dialogue about the conservatism of
The Seatde Times, and how the P-I
is much more like "your friend, or
your drinking buddy." While any
journalist or newspaper fan can
really appreciate this play, others
may be a bit lost. A great deal of
is
journalism
jargon
used and journalism-related jokes are
made, leaving the average viewer in
the dark.
"Its Not in the P-I" goes through
many emotional turns. The theater
fills with laughter as the play pokes
fun at the uselessness of trying to
question a politician and goes silent
after scenes describing the coverage
of die Green River Killer.
Mullins production successfully
covers the shock that the closing
of the P-I brought to the community while focusing on what really
mattered most about it—its sense
of closeness and community to all
Seatde residents.
"Its Not in the P-I" is playing at
Stage 1 at North Seattle Community
College through Nov. 22.

Kat may be reached atacatlett@su-spectator.com'
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Laser lights at Sound Transit site
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ARTIST PROFILE

The sculptor
behind Jimi
Katy McCourt-Basham

Staff Writer

Clara Ganey | The Spectator

Dan Corson stands amid his fiberglass and laser art installation at the Broadway light rail station construction lot. The
piece took four months to assemble but will only be on display until Thanksgiving, just before construction begins.

Angelo Carosio

Online Editor

and because it's completely isolated you
can't have people and lasers in the same

space."
fenced-in empty lot
In
that most people consider an eyesore,
local artist Dan Corson saw an opportunity for eye-catching art.
The lot on Broadway Avenue between East Denny Way and East John
Street has been transformed from a
black pit into a feast for the eyes, a
huge 65-by-125 feet field of fluorescent green and orange fiberglass poles
with multiple beams oflaser light shining through. The end result is a trippy,
constantly changing spectacle diat can
be seen every night from 6 p.m. to 11
p.m. until Thanksgiving.
The art is aimed at giving the lot
some character in advance of construction for the new light rail station, which
will begin in a few months. Sound
Transit and the Capitol Hill Chamber
of Commerce reached out to local artists to try to find something to fill the
space, and Corson jumped at the opportunity to bring to life an idea he's
had for a while.
"This is a project I wanted to do
and has been on my back burner for
a while," Corson said. "It kind of afforded me the opportunity when I had
the scale, the dark contrasting asphalt,
a paved-over,

He began by drilling thousands of
holes in the pavement for the fiberglass
poles and then with the help of volunteers
hammered 3,300 poles into the ground.
The poles range in height from two feet
to eight feet to create an undulating
field, and when the lasers move up and
down through the poles, beautiful effects
are created.

The lot has been
transformed from a black

pit into a feast for the eyes.

The project suffered some other
in the road as well. The first
shipment ofpoles weren't the right sizes,
so Corson actually created two different
versions of the project: one that was up
over Halloween weekend with smaller
poles that Corson compared to a "lawn"
and the new one that's on display now
with poles twice as tall.
"This is kind of the lawn on steroids," Corson said.
The final version of the field was installed last week during what Corson
called "terrible conditions." But the
pouring rain, wind and cold didn't stop
the project, and it was ready to go for
the scheduled opening Sunday.
Overall Corson said the project
went very well, and he is pleased with

bumps

the result.
The whole process took Corson four
months—from the initial planning stages
ofprogramming the lasers and getting all
ofthe necessary permits required to ordering the parts and installing the piece.
"There were lots of hoops—getting
electricity to the site, getting access to
the site, allowing us to drill over 3,300
holes in the ground," Corson said. "All
sorts of approval processes —there's a lot
when you're working with an agency like
SoundTransit."

"Sound Transit, while sometimes a
big organization that can be very challenging [for artists to work with], they
were great," he said.

Angefc) can be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com

Check out additional photos
and video of the temporary art
project at su-spectator.com/
multimedia.

This week's new releases
Loch Lomond: "Night Bats"
Hush Records released The
Decemberists' first full-lengdi, and another Portland chamber folk six-piece
sounds desperate to be the next Hush
act to follow. This week they're out with
their third release on the label, the fivesong "Night Bats" EP meant to pivot
the band toward a more complex, gritty
sound than they've sported before. With
jaunty pop yarns and all the charming,
haunting bells and strings that have been
decorating the Northwest scene lately,
the EP is a tantalizing taste ofdie band's
upcoming, as-of-yet untitled full-length,
due next year.
"The Boondock Saints II: All
Saints Day"
Twin vigilantes Conor and Murphy
MacManus are back, 20 years after the

release of cult favorite "The Boondock
Saints." Led by the same director and
co-stars as the original, the sequel picks
up in Ireland where the brothers have
been living in seclusion after the killing diat ended "The Boondock Saints."
They learn they've been framed in the
murder of a priest in Boston and head
back to their old digs to carry out justice. Whether the strangely timed sequel
will do justice to the original remains to
be seen, but on Nov. 13 eager fans will
finally get a chance to find out.
"Dear Old Love: Anonymous
Notes to Former Crushes,
Sweethearts, Husbands,
Wives, & Ones That Got Away"
The Dear Old Love blog could be
compared to PostSecret for giving in
to readers' self-absorption via short,

intimate, anonymous notes on a simple

Tumblr blog, and although these secrets
centered specifically on past darlings are
void ofvisuals, they're definitely just as
public and even more passive aggressive.
The collection gets even more public in
a new novelty book (also eerily in step
with Post Secret), and if you, too, want
in on the passive aggression, the book
also features handy, Mad Lib-esque
activity pages: "I

wonder if we'd
still be together if
I had just admitted I was a
instead of saying
you had a
so big it blocked
,

the
Oh, yes,
out

,

The Jimi Hendrix statue on Broadway Avenue and East
Pine Street is usually a sign of good things to come. These
things may be wonderful records at Everyday Music, a delicious Thai meal farther up Broadway or one's proximity to
campus—which usually leads to either a toasty classroom
or a warm dorm room.
Whatever the association, it's undeniable that the Jimi
Hendrix statue is one of Seattle's most famous landmarks.
Sculptor Daryl Smith is the man behind the icon.
The Seattle artist cast the statue in 1997 to be part of
"The Legends Collection," a series of sculptures of musicians commissioned by Michael Malone, former chairman
and CEO of AEI Music, a company that creates audio and
visual branding for advertising purposes.
A sculptor that mainly worked with bronze and stone,
Smith cast his pieces using a method based on the renaissance "lost wax" technique.
The technique entails the creation of several versions of
the piece. The first step is to create a full-scale model out of
wax. A layer of clay is then laid over the wax and the piece
is fired, melting the wax and leaving hollow molds. Molten
metal is then poured into the molds and allowed to cool,
creating the various pieces of the statue.
Smith had a studio in The Fremont Foundry when
Malone contacted him. Malone was looking to commission the statues from a local artist, and Smith says there
were very few who could work with bronze.
The offices of AEI (now DMX Music) are in the building
on the northeast corner of Broadway Avenue and East Pine
Street, and Smith says that, despite Malone's retirement, the
other statues he created—of John Lennon, Buddy Holly
and more—are likely still in the building.
A lot of research went into the making of the Jimi
Hendrix statue. Hendrix's pose was one pictured in a
famous photograph from the Monterey Pop Festival in
1967—the performance where Hendrix famously lit his
guitar on fire.
Smith spent a lot of time on the statue's smaller details
as well, such as the arrangement ofHendrix's guitar strings.
Hendrix was left-handed, but played a right-handed guitar
stringed backwards for left-handed playing. To accurately
portray this musical quirk, Smith re-stringed the righthanded guitar used in the mold, so that the sizes of the
strings would match up.
"It's a small detail, I suppose," Smith says, "but
it's interesting."
Smith began sculpting at a young age but did not always
intend to make a career of it.
He began his college career at University of California,
San Diego with the intention of transferring to University
of California, Berkeley to study architecture.
Smith says that he was inspired by his art professors in
San Diego to stay to pursue sculpture, eventually achieving a double bachelor's of art in visual art and art history
and criticism.
Smith was successful as a sculptor. He has many public
pieces in the Seattle area, including the veterans' memorial on Bainbridge and the Sadako sculpture in Seattle
Peace Park, but he began to rethink his career path in the
early 2000s.
Commissions began to slow down in 2000 because of
a financial crunch.
"It scared a lot of clients," Smith says, "A lot of artists
kind of got starved out of the business."
As a result, Smith retired from sculpting in 2001 and
says he hasn't put a hand to it in about five years.
"I don't even know if The [Fremont] Foundry is there
anymore," he says.
Smith still lives in the Seattle area and now works in
public safety at Harborview Medical Center.
Although he has retired from sculpting, Smith now
"sculpts" as a mechanic by rebuilding old cars and motorcycles as a hobby.
"I'm really into rebuilding old vehicles," Smith says, "especially ones that some would consider trash."
He might not work with bronze and stone as he used to,
but his interest in art is still manifest in that hobby.
"It is an art form, in its own way," he says.

if only.
Katy may be reached at kmccourt@su-spectator.com
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Cross country teams exceed season expectations
Men's team takes second,
women get fourth in final meet
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

better than our preseason ranking,"
said runner Mike VanNuland, junior biology

Exceeding preseason expectations, the Seattle University
cross country team

men's

placed second at the Great West
Conference Championships
in New York after an overall
successful season.
The women's team also performed well placing fourth in
the first Division I conference
event for Seattle Us cross country
team. The team competed against
Utah Valley University, University
of Texas
Pan American, New
Jersey Institute of Technology,
Chicago State University, Houston
Baptist University, University of
North Dakota and University of
South Dakota.
"Both the men's and women's
teams far exceeded expectations
this year. You can't ask for much
better than that," said Trisha Steidl,
head coach.
The team was originally ranked
fifth in the preseason.
"We wanted to try and end up

major.
First place at the Great West
Conference went to Utah Valley
who outperformed Seattle U.
According to Steidl, Seattle U
performed at about an average
pace and nothing was exceptional in terms of their overall
season

performance.

Humidity and jet lag
slowed times in the

-

team's final meet.
"They could have been better,"
said Steidl.
She said there were a lot of factors that played into their lower
than average performance, including the humidity in New York as
well as a team that is not used to
traveling such long distances.
"We all know that we ran average. This year, though, was a year

Clara

|

The Spectator

Juniors Mike VanNuland and Hans Heitzinger will continue their running season with track.
we had a solid team. We were a
lot quicker than past teams," said

VanNuland.
Regardless, Steidl indicated the
teams' performance did not compromise their second place finish
nor did it prevent them from getting first place as Utah Valley paced
well ahead.
"I was thrilled when we found
out we were second," said Steidl.
The conference meet was led by
die pace ofMatthew McClement
who placed 11 th overall and received second team All-GreatWest
honors with a time of 26:53.49.
The course was eight kilometers in length. Hans Heitzinger
also posted an impressive time
of 27:10.33 placing 17th overall ushering in the points necessary to qualify them for a second
place finish.
On the women's side, Celeste
Cassidy finished 18th with a time

Clara Ganey |

Ganey

of 24:24.32.
"For the team this conference was really, really good,"
said Heitzinger, junior biology
major.

This year was a year

we had a solid team.
We were a lot quicker
than past teams.

travel—l think it's always hard
team," said Heitzinger who
indicated that many of the players were jet lagged upon reaching
New York.
As far as next years season is
concerned, the team plans to carry
the momentum over.
"The results of this season bode
extremely well for both track and
cross country next year. We are
definitely in a building stage on the
women's side," said Steidl. "We are
going to have a strong season. The
on a

future
MikeVanNuland
Junior

Heitzinger indicated that the
conference this year provided
additional challenges but ultimately proved beneficial for the
teams' growth.
"We need to work on how we
new

is

bright."

She also indicated that this
places the team in a position to
recruit stronger runners as the
program progresses.
Runners are currently on a two
week break as they prepare for the
indoor track season.
Alex may be reached at
alacasse@su-spectator.com.
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Women's soccer has first losing season in 12 years
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
The women's soccer team's campaign in 2008 continued to establish head coach Julie Woodward's
title of the winningest coach
in Seattle University women's
soccer

history.

With 12 winning seasons under
her belt at Seattle U, Woodward
and her team forged ahead into
their last season in the transition
to Division I.
The Redhawks' 2009 season concluded with a record of
7-10-1. It was the first season in
Woodward's career at Seattle U in
which the team failed to secure at
least 10 wins.

Playing strong at Championship
Field, the team won four of its
six matches at home. On the
road, however, the team's record was 2-6-1 and 1-2-0 on

|neutral fields.

Seattle U scored 22 goals this
Kuttler, a junior midfielder, led the team with 10 goals
and 23 total points. This season,
Kuttler broke into the top 10 on
Seattle U's list of all-time goals
scored with 20 career goals. She
is now five points outside of the
top 10 for career points in Seattle
U history.
Woodward called Kuttler one
of the most exciting players on her
team to watch. Widi the experience
gained this season, Kuttler will be
a force to be reckoned with in the
2010 season.
Jamie Coe, a senior forward, was
second in goals, scoring three this
season and 10 total points. Coe led
the team in assists with four.
Goalkeeper Madison Goverde
allowed 22 goals. She was the only
goalkeeper that saw time on the field
for Seattle U this season. Goverde
made 79 saves this season.
Against their opponents, Seattle
season; Kara

U had less fouls with 139; their op154. The Redhawks
were issued four yellow cards while
their opponents were given 13.
In 2006, when the team wasn't
yet transitioning to D-I, the women's soccer team finished its season
with a record of 15-3-2, all three
loses coming in overtime. The
team won the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference regular season
title for the first time since 2001.
Additionally, the team was nationally ranked for the majority of
its season.
That year, the Redhawks advanced as the second seed to the
NCAADivision II Women's Soccer
Tournament but lost in the first
round to cross-town rival Seattle
Pacific University.
In its 2007 season, the exploratory year following the decision
to move to D-I, the women's soccer team tied the school record of
13 shutouts in a single season. The
ponents had

finished with a record of 173-1 and was nearly undefeated at
home with a record of 9-1-1 on
Championship Field. That season,
Seattle U scored 48 goals and only
allowed opponents to score 11. The
Redhawks dominated their opponents, taking 401 shots and only
allowing their opponents control
of the ball long enough to take
125 shots.
Last season marked the first year
oftransition into D-I and Seattle U
rose to the occasion with a record of
12-5-3, a .675 winning percentage.
Against D-I schools, the Redhawks'
record was 10-5-3. The 2008 season brought Woodward her 175th
win at Seattle U and left the team
with a 4-0-1 record at home.
The upcoming 2010 soccer season will mark the women's soccer
team's first year with full and active D-I status. With the move to
D-I, the Athletic Department was
given the opportunity to choose
team

a sport other than basketball to
be "fast-tracked" and therefore
eligible to compete in NCAA D-I

Championships.
"Overall, I am extremely happy we raised the level of our athletic programs to the same standards we hold with and for our
academics here at the university,"
Woodward said. "Nothing but
the best."
Despite the fact that it was
not a winning season, 2009 did
give Seattle U some great experi-

against tough teams. They
out a few big wins—
like a 3-1 victory over Utah
State University—and shut out
four teams.
The Redhawks stuck with some
extremely experienced teams;
Seattle U took 202 shots this season, opponents took 229.
ence

pulled

Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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Edstrom finds a balance

Seniors bring home
victory one last time

Kat Catlett
Staff Writer
Kate Edstrom, senior nursing major, has
been playing soccer for as long as she's been
going to school.
Beginning in kindergarten, Edstrom was
hooked on soccer because ofhow fun she found
it to be a part of a team.
Edstrom has been chosen as~GoSeattleU.
corn's Featured Student-Athlete of the week
because of her dedication and commitment to
Seattle University's women's soccer team. She
has been playing for Seattle University for four
years and has started every game of her collegiate career. Edstrom has been selected as a
team captain both last season and this season.
"She is very gifted and has excelled both athletically and academically," said Julie Woodward,
head women's soccer coach. "Being chosen as
a team captain as a junior shows the type of
respect she garners from her teammates."

Edstrom is most proud of
her accomplishment of being
able to balance her time well.
Edstrom was First Team Academic AllDistrict VIII for the college division in 2007
and 2008, and was selected as Third Team
Academic All-America for the college division
by ESPN The Magazine. In 2007, she won
NSCAA Second Team All-Region honors and
helped the team tie a school record with 13
shut-outs in the season.

Courtesy SU Athletics

Edstrom is most proud of her more personal
accomplishment of being able to balance her
time well.
"Coming in, I was told doing Nursing
and soccer would be challenging," Edstrom
said. "I had sort of a give-and-take relationship; whichever was more demanding received
more attention."
Based on wins and losses, the women's
soccer team didn't do as well as they hoped.
However, both Edstrom and Woodward feel
proud about the level of competitiveness the
team showed. They both predict next year's
team will excel for a more successful and competitive season.
Kat may be reached at acatlett@suspectator.com

Matthew Brady | The Spectator

Kyle Peterman fights for the ball at the men's soccer team's last home game.
Cover

�

Katie Farden

Assistant News Editor

Peterman, defender and
midfielder, received red cards in the 39th
minute of play and will be sidefined for
the Redhawks' last season game against
the University ofPortland Thursday.
Peterman, a sophomore business major, earned his card for a hard tackle on
CSUB's Javier Barba. Walsh, a finance
and accounting major, confronted
referee about the call and got a card for

abusive language.
"I'm very happy

upcoming events!
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Disco Doom

Come listen to this Swiss/Indie
Rock band and the opening band, The Apostrophes!
Sponsored by the Romero Community. FREE!

defense had cleared out of the box less
than seven minutes later and drove a long
shot past Walker, scoring an unassisted
goal for the Roadrunners.
With the score tied at 2-2 less than
20 minutes into the second half, head
coach Brad Agoos said he was slightly
worried, yet confident the Redhawks
could reclaim their lead.

it was obvious the guys
did get the job done. They

kept working
hard, and the team was able to make showed a lot of character.
up for my mistake and Kyle's mistake,"
Brad Agoos
said Walsh ofthe first red card he's ever
been issued. "My team kept rallying
Head Coach
behind me."
Oscar Goppieters, a CSUB forward,
received a red card for a tackle on Seatde
"We knew we had some chances,"
U defender Demaci Roussos, a sophoAgoos said. "I felt there was a good
more pre-major, less than two minutes chance we could get the third [goal],
after referee Desi Miller took Walsh and and we did."
Peterman out of the game.
Seattle U put 11 shots on goal in
"Make-up call," yelled Seattle U fans the second half. Eric Shannon, the
from the bleachers.
Roadrunners' relief goalkeeper who
Minutes before Walsh was ejected, he started the second half, made six saves,
had punched the first goal of the game pulling many chipped shots out of
into the back of CSUB's net from five
the air.
After Morris' goal for Seattle
yards. Ed Walugembe, a junior midthe
fielder, assisted
shot.
U—scored offofWalugembe's pass—die
energy ofborJi teams slowly dissipated.
In a final effort to penetrate the
and
Peterman
Walsh
Redhawks defense, Roadrunners defenders lobbed the ball to Matt Shaxton, who
received red cards and
shot down the field but ran into trouble
in the mud.
On Sunday morning, coaches
will be sidelined Thursday.
considered moving the game to the
indoor Starfire Soccer Complex in
Hie remainder of the first half was Tukwila, Wash.
a hard-fought struggle interrupted by
"It definitely dictated the way we
15 foul calls. The field's muddy center played," Agoos said of the poor field
slowed both teams' breakaways and sent conditions. "But it was obvious the guys
did get the Job done. They showed a lot
players slipping and falling.
of
was
litde
worried
with
the
field
character."
"I
a
Walsh said despite the mud, he was
being so muddy," Walsh said. "But I'm
to play the last home gameof die
in
confident
these
guys."
grateful
very
CSUB came back in the second season at Championship Field.
half.
"Naturally I wanted my last game
Peppering the Redhawks' goal with 11 here," he said. "It's my home."
shots, Roadrunners forwards kept goal
Agoos said he will protest Walsh and
keeper Max Walker on his toes in the first Peterman's red cards. If officials approve
his petition, they will be allowed to
match he's started in for Seattle U.
Evan Fassler scored his sixth goal of play in the Redhawks' final away match
the season for CSUB in the 57th minThursday in Portland.
ute of play off a short driven cross from
teammate Jesus Sanchez.
Katie can be reached at
Sanchez collected a ball the Redhawks kferden@su-spectator.com
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A need for worship space Remember veterans
Two weeks
The Spectator advocated for
ago,

greater univer-
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sity acceptance of our often contentious Catholic label. Now,
the university stands poised to make another step toward living
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its ecumenical identity—hosting and funding Protestant
services on campus.
Part of being Catholic implies accepting the diversity of
religious faith on our campus, and with 44 percent of the
student population (not including faculty and staff) who

identify as Protestants, this population is not one we can
overlook anymore.
Support for the Protestant faith currently comes in the
form of student-led Bible study groups, organized trips to local churches and informal discussions on spirituality. We applaud these students for taking the initiative to actively live
out their faith, but the university needs to step in and help
these students.
Students and leaders in Campus Ministry have again begun
the process of petitioning for financial support of services and
a space for Protestant services on campus, but it is not the first
time. ASSU put forward financial requests for support in 2007,
and again in 2008. It's time the university seriously considers
these proposals.
ASSU's 2007 request for $26,320 to be put toward worship
supplements and stipends for a music director, preachers and a
graduate'position may not be an appropriate amount now, given
the university's recent budget cuts and the current economic
climate. But the revised propositions, lowering the request by
thousands of dollars, reflect the strong desire for this community to work with and within Seattle U, not against it.
The creation of new Protestant services would require a bit
more additional funding, but not an extraordinary amount.
Inherent in the university's mission is a commitment to educating the entire person, and it is a mission that does not limit
that education to one particular faith.
In order for the university to live up to its Catholic identity
and its commitment to diversity, it must facilitate all worship
on campus, starting with Protestant services.

Veterans' Day is about more than getting a day off school
and work. It is about paying respect to those who are willing
to give their lives for their country.
Observing the sacrifices of veterans should not be limited
to just one day in November; it should be a daily practice.
The build-up of apathy in the eight years since the war
started is tragic.
Nightly news updates on the death toll of U.S. soldiers have been reduced to short but silent paragraphs in
daily newspapers.
This past year has seen a rise in the number of U.S. casualties overseas, the highest it has ever been. Yet, coverage of the
war continues to be overshadowed.
People forget too easily the sacrifices others have made
for them.
The opening of the $150,000 veterans' memorial at the
University ofWashington underscores that Seatde, as a whole,
is deeply respectful of its veterans. The success of the Yellow
Ribbon Program on our own campus mirrors that respect.
Seattle University offers multiple financial and other aid
packages to veterans. This is just one example of the care
veterans deserve in any community.
ROTC cadets are future veterans. They are rewarded for
their upcoming service with tuition and living expenses as
well as a monthly cash stipend.
Veterans make up a significant portion of the Seattle U
community; junior Paul Hale, a veteran himself, represents
this as the non-traditional student representative on ASSU.
ASSU President Jesse David happens to be a senior cadet
in one of the top ROTC programs in the country.
The respect for veterans, future and past, is universal. It is
above nationality, race or gender. The only obstacle it must
overcome is apathy.
This Veterans' Day, do pay respect to our fallen heroes. Do
it again next month, next week and even the next day. Just
because the clock strikes midnight on Veterans' Day does not
mean you have to stop being grateful.
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Bodies not meant to be on display in such a manner
Taylor Olson
Sports/Opinion Editor
The human body is a beautiful
thing. It is an elaborate and beautiful piece ofmachinery that humans
all over the world are trying to learn
about.
I will not deny the fact that
"Bodies... The Exhibition" is one
such way humans can get to know
more about the intricate inner
workings of their bodies. Premier
Exhibitions has redesigned its exhibit but claims the purpose for its
second run in Seattle remains the
same: to connect people with what
is inside all of us.
While those that have seen the
"Bodies" exhibit have called it "fascinating" and "educational," I have

reservations about

calling the exhibit anything but morbid.
The exhibit has stirred up controversy wherever it travels, garnering attention from those that call it a
freak-show and those that question
how the bodies were attained.

more

Using bodies in such a
grotesque and greedy
way is shameful.
While "Bodies" and every other

traveling cadaver exhibit are adamant about the fact

that the bodies
in use were either "unclaimed" or
donated to science, there are still

those that question these stateIt has been no secret that
many of the bodies come from
China, and Chinese Human Rights
Activists have been raising questions about the plastinated remains
since the exhibits started.
While executives at Premier
Exhibitions strongly deny using
the bodies of executed prisoners or
of anyone that died of unnatural
causes, former employees that provide bodies to such companies recount tales ofgoing on "body runs"
where the bodies of executed prisoners are sold for about $200.
All body-attaining controversy
aside, such grotesque display of a
human body disturbs me in many
ways. While some will make the
argument that people in the U.S.
ments.

donate their bodies to science every day, their bodies are not made
into models that travel the country
making money for a corporation.
Those that donate their bodies to
science in China are probably not
aware they will be plastinated and
travel the world.
There are much better, less morbid and less money-hungry ways to
study human anatomy. Using the
bodies of human beings in such a
grotesque and greedy way is something to be ashamed of. If I were
to donate my remains to science, I
would hope it would go toward research, not so I could be someone's
Sunday afternoon entertainment.

Taylor can be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-speGtator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.

Same game, different playing field
Fernando Sioson

Staff Columnist

fledged Division I school. Buildings
are

going up faster than Lego bricks.

There are literally more freshmen
than we know what do with. Even
the Campion bunny seems bigger
and faster than ever.
But in the quest for D-I identity, athletics is the flagship. And
the men's basketball team is its stalwart captain.
As the team enters its first full
season facing Division I opponents,
the waters seem filled with hungry
sharks ready to pounce on our fellow Redhawks.
Schools like Harvard,
Loyola Maramount, and
the University of Portland
all likely think Seattle U is
a soft spot on their road
game schedule. If you
remember the televised beating that
the Redhawks
took at the

If you mention that day to this
year's men's basketball team, you
probably won't live long enough
to see Rudy the Redhawk dancing
in a new YouTube video.
New head coach Cameron
Dollar and a revamped Hawks
squad hope to cut a swath through
their opponents this season. With a
recent impressive preseason victory
over Pacific Lutheran University, the
team certainly looks up to snuff.
U-Dub should watch out:
Husky meat is a Redhawk's favorite food. I'd like a large side of
complete dominationwith that, and
a tall glass ofbetter luck next year.
There are plenty of rea-

thoroughly epic feel
them.
Anyone familiar with
basketball history should remember the Seattle Supersonics,
an NBA team who betrayed
theirhometown and moved to,
ofall places, Oklahoma.
Key Arena was the Sonics'
a

|

The

U-Dub should watch

out: Husky meat
is a Redhawk's

getting a giant inflatable Rudy
Redhawk for the home games. Also,
don't be surprised if that blimp at
Sounders' games starts dropping
prizes on our heads.
The problem with this transition to D-I athletics is the effect
it has on the athletes. Specifically,
it puts this small handful of men
and women on a pedestal, almost
segregating them from the rest of
the Seattle U community.
At a recent women's basketball
game, I noticed that the full row
of students sitting behind me were
all athletes. At the Connolly Center

nearly
monopolize gym equipment,
limiting the work-out options of
regular students.
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THE
TEN
Ten things to do before the
first Key Arena game

Get pumped by listening
to angry mustic

Blood-red, full-body
paint

sports teams sometimes

favorite food.
If you don't care about sports
all, RedZone is here to cure
your apathy. What cures apathy?
RedZone parties cure apathy.
Even if you're allergic to basketball
and every other D-I sport, there's
a good chance you'll find yourself
at an infamous red party sometime
this season.
It's called a red party because
you'll likely find yourself in the
emergency room after succumbing to alcohol poisoning at one of
these shindigs. You can get all this
for only one $5 membership fee.
If anything, join RedZone for
the free t-shirts. Shirtless frat boys
at sports games are never high on
the popularity list.
Aside from fraternization and
intoxication, basketball games are
all about the camaraderie students
feel from cheering on their team
with friends and strangers alike.
At a former Division II school
like Seattle U, the appeal of communal activities such as these is hard
to grasp. This is especially true since
we lack support for the most high
profile college sport, football.
Nonetheless, the school is promoting the KeyArena games harder
than the swine flu vaccine. Free
busses are being offered to students
for every Key Arena game. Season
passes are available to everyone.
There are even rumors 'flying'
around that ASSU is working on
at

to

Trevor Brown

channels the still-living soul of
Elgin Baylor, a former NBA
star and Seattle U alumni, we'll
be unstoppable.
Having Kobe Bryant or
Shaquille O'Neal on the team
would have been nice, but the team
can't afford to have any slackers on
the roster.

the

spectaor

opinion

novemberll,2oo9

The strong bond that athletic
form among themselves only
contributes to this problem.
I am not declaring that any athlete sees himself or herself as superior to any non-athlete, but the
clique-esque nature of Seattle U
athletes is, at the very least, a little
intimidating to the rest of us.

Watch a women's basketball game

teams

Make a basketball team

Steal a friend's RedZone
shirt

D-I is more than a
fresh coat of paint

Buy a megaphone

for this school.
Don'tbe too critical of them. It's
their fault they were born with
amazing ball-handling skills.
My eventual hope is that the
basketball program will eventually
produce a team capable ofcompeting with NCAA teams. That hope,
though, is years away.
D-I is more than a fresh coat
of paint for this school. It means
brand new plumbing, thicker roof
tiles and satellite TV service.
At the first home game at
Key Arena on Nov. 19, we'll see
if our flagship team really has
the basketballs to live up to our
expectations.

Crash a RedZone party

not

Discover Rudy Redhawk's
true identity

Look up Elgin Baylor on
Wikipedia

Build an altar to Cameron
Dollar in your closet

Fernando can be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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A novel idea for new library: actual books for research
journalism, The New York Times.
I could maybe even read newspa-

High hopes for Seattle U's
'library of the future'
Emily Holt
News Editor
In the good old days at the university, when halfof the Lemieux
Library's already limited collection of books wasn't wrapped in
cellophane and stored in a damp
basement, nothing annoyed me
more than not being able to find
a book in the library. Maybe with
the exception of not being able to
find critical research written by
authors who are still alive. But I
always took refuge in the Summit
catalog, and then, if that failed, the
Interlibrary Loan System.
On my first tour of the university, I nearly considered not attending because ofhow mediocre
the library was, inside and out. But
the tour guide assured me Seattle

Us connectivity with a greater library network would assure that I
could find all the obscure research
I wanted on medieval artwork
and translated editions of Eastern
European writers.

The mediocre library

nearly turned me off
of attending SU.
And I told myself that I

was

being silly—not every college can
have the Taj Mahal oflibraries, plus,
I'm a new media baby, so I should
be getting all my knowledge from
blogs, YouTube and when I'm feeling the need for a little objective

pers from around the world, because I hear they're offered online
these days and might even offer an
alternative perspective to the fate
of journalism.
Seditious remarks on American
journalism aside, imagine my
excitement when I heard that
the Lemieux Library was going
to be rejiovated, updated and
brought into the 21st century.
Well, I was searching for my
Redhawk pom-poms.
But then I heard that the university was not adding any books.
After sniffling a bit and using online book-shopping for therapy,
I resorted to my time-honored
tradition of hunting for books via
Summit and Interlibrary Loans.
The goaf: finding a copy of the
2009 Nobel Prize for Literature
Herta Miiller's most recent collection of short stories, translated

from German..l had faith in the library's ability to track down my albeit obscure, but completely valid
request—she won the Nobel Prize
for Literature, after all.

Over half of Lemieux
Library's books are

currently in. storage.

and country.
I once asked a room ofstudents
if they ever checked out books at
the library, and the resounding
answer was "No." So perhaps instead of funding a culture where
information can only come in
sound bites, blog musings and
video shorts, maybe Seattle
University should also support
the use of actual research through
the addition of actual books in
our

Then the

team at

the interim

library sent me a notice stating that
my Summit request could not be
processed, despite the book's presence at several Washington libraries. So I made an Interlibrary
Loan request. And lo and behold,
I received another similar statement stating that the loan could
not be made, for unclear reasons,
again, despite the book's presence
in libraries around the region

library.

This addition can come at no
extra financial or environmental
costs, either, since most books
can be purchased, used or acquired cheaply. Maybe I am oldfashioned—l did, after all, write
this article by hand, a week before
deadline, so I could run it through
the printing press a few times to
:
get out the kinks.

Emily can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

public
safety

the

lastlooks

spectaor

reports

Auto Strip
Nov. 2 9:30 a.m.

A community member reported
that hub caps had been removed
from her vehicle while parked on
the second level of the Broadway
Garage. Public Safety officers recovered two of the hub caps.
Theft

Nov. 2 1:15 p.m.
A contracted employee reported
that a jacket was stolen from a
coat hanger located on the Side
Bar door in the Law Building.
During business hours the door
is propped open, leaving items on
the coat hangers accessible to
pedestrian traffic in the hallway.
Suspicious Circumstance
Nov. 2 4:25 p.m.

An employee reported receiving
several malicious phone calls on
an office extension from an unknown caller. Both numbers were
traced back to a shared internet
phone site accessible by multiple
users.

Medical Assist
Nov. 3 8:30 a.m.

Seattle pays tribute

to a fallen officer
Braden VanDragt

|
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An employee reported that while
walking into work she was stung

on the face by a wasp near the
Loyola building. The employee accepted an ice pack to minimize
swelling and declined Public Safety's offer of medical attention for
the injury.

The city came to a standstill on Friday, Nov. 6 as a 1,300 car procession
made its way from the University of Washington to the KeyArena for
the memorial of Officer Timothy Brenton, who was shot in his police
cruiser on Halloween. Police later tracked down and shot Christopher
John Monfort, the man they say killed Brenton. Monfort, who is still at
Harborview Medical Center, is expected to be charged soon.

Suspicious Circumstance
Nov. 3 3:20 p.m.
Public Safety contacted two nonaffiliates searching for mushrooms
near the Campion north walk way
loitering in the planted area near
the fence. Public Safety issued a
trespass warning and escorted
them off the campus property.
Medical Assist
Nov. 3 4:45 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing responded to a student having an
allergic reaction to prescribed
medication he had been using.
Seattle Fire Department evaluated the student and cleared him
to be transported to a local hospitalfor furtherevaluation via private
vehicle. Public Safety provided a
non-emergency vehicle escort to
a local hospital.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents go to su-spectator.
com/public-safety-reports

'Bodies' returns to Seattle

X-Country exceeds expectations

